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Let R be any associative rmg with identity. Then the free left R-module RR(N’ has 
endomorphism rmg isomorphic to RFM(R), the ring of N x N row-tinite matrices 
over R. The (nonumtal) subring FM(R) of RFM(R) consisting of those matrices 
with at most finitely many nonzero entries is dense in RFM(R). In Section 1 we 
examine the automorphisms of certain rings T with FM(R) c Tc RFM(R). In par- 
ticular, we give characterizing conditions for R which ensure that such a ring T 
exists with the property that some automorphism of T does not preserve finite rank 
endomorphisms. This result is then compared and contrasted with an assertion 
made by B. R. McDonald (J. Algebra 45 (1977), 69-82, Sect. 4). We prove a “fixed- 
point theorem” for matrix functors F having the property that FM(R)z 
F(R) & RFM(R) for all rings R; namely, for any such functor there exists a ring S 
with SZ F(S). lr’ 1987 Academic Press. Inc 
1. UNBOUNDED AUTOMORPHISMS 
Let R be any associative ring with identity. We denote the identity of 
RFM(R) by I, and the standard “upper left corner” matrix idempotent of 
FM(R) by ~1,. Let Ma(R) denote the set of subrjngs of RFMfR) which 
contain both FM(R) and I. For any ring R we have the isomorphism of Ieft 
R-modules R(R(N))(N) E RR’N’; this induces a ring isomorphism 
p: RCM(RFM(R)) + RFM(R), where RCM denotes “row-convergent 
N x N matrices.” (By definition, an N x N matrix (A,) over RFM(R) is in 
RCM(RFM(R)) if and only if for each i, k E N, the kth row of A, is non- 
zero for at most finitely many j. See, for example, [3, Theorem 106.11.) We 
let ,u, denote the restriction of this map to RFM(RFM(R)), and denote the 
image of ,u, by R,. 
1.1. DEFINITION. Let T, T’ E Ma(R). A ring homomorphismf: T+ T’ is 
called bounded if the idempotent f(erI) is of finite rank (i.e., RR(N)f(e,,) is 
finitely generated); otherwise, f is called unbounded. 
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1.2. DEFINITION. Let T, T’ E Ma(R). A ring homomorphismf: T -+ T’ is 
called diagonal iff(ell) is a diagonal matrix whose only nonzero entries are 
the identity element of R. 
1.3. THEOREM. The following statements about the unital ring R are 
equivalent : 
(a) There exists TE Ma(R) with R E T. 
(b) There exists TE Ma(R) such that T admits an unbounded iagonal 
automorphism. 
ProoJ: (b)*(a) Let f: T+ T be an unbounded diagonal 
automorphism. Then we have R~ee,,~ee,,~.f(e,,)f(T)f(e,,)= 
f(ell) Tf(e,i) Ef(ell) RFM(R)f(e,,). Letting q denote the composition of 
the standard isomorphisms 
(the second since f is unbounded and diagonal), it is straightforward to 
check (again using f is diagonal) that q(f(e,,) FM(R) f(e,,)) = FM(R). 
Thus the ring T= q$f(e,,) F’(e,,)) has TE Ma(R) and R E T. 
(a) =z=- (b) We construct the isomorphism pi: RFM(RFM(R)) --, R, c 
RFM(R) as described above, let ,Ci denote the restriction of pi to RFM( T), 
and let R, E RFM(R) denote the image of pi. Since FM(R) c T it is easy 
to see that FM(R) G R, as well. Now using R r T we get an isomorphism 
(induced coordinatewise) fi: RFM( R) + RFM( T), which gives the 
isomorphism 
a=&P:RFM(R)+R,. 
By explicitly tracing through the action of each of the above maps, a 
long straightforward check verifies that 
(i) a is diagonal, 
(ii) FM(R) E c((FM(R)), so that 
(iii) FM(R) G a(R,), whence 
(iv) FM(R)& a”(R,) for all neN. 
In addition, a(R, ) c R, (by definition), so 
(v) a*+’ (R,) c a”(R,) for all y1 E N, 
(vi) the identity of RFM(R) is in a”(R,) for all IZ E N, and 
(vii) CI is unbounded. 
Now define T=(JneN a”(R,), and let f denote the restriction of CC to 7. 
Then FM(R) G T by (iv), so that (along with (v) and (vi)) we see that 
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TE Ma(R). But the definition of 7; along with the fact that c( is manic yields 
that f is in fact an automorphism of Z Thus by (i) and (vii) we have con- 
structed an unbounded diagonal automorphism of the required type. u 
Let FC(R) denote the (nonunital) subring of RFM(R) consisting of 
those matrices having at most finitely many nonzero columns, and let 
MC(R) denote those elements of Ma(R) which contain FC(R). In 
[4, Sect. 41 the assertion is made that 
(*) if R is any unital ring, T is any element of 
Me(R), and f is any automorphism of T, then 
R z End,(R(“‘)f(e,,)). 
We demonstrate in the next result that a slightly modified version of (*) is 
in fact not true in general. 
1.4. PROPOSITION. There exist a unital ring R, a ring T in Ma(R), and an 
automorphism f of T such that R is NOT isomorphic to End,(R’N’j”(e,,)). 
Proof. Suppose we can find a countable ring R such that R zz T for 
some TeMa(R). Then by Theorem 1.3 there exist TE Ma(R) and an 
automorphism f of T such that f is diagonal and unbounded; in particular, 
EndJRcNif(e,,)) is isomorphic to RFM(R). But RFM(R) is uncountabIe 
for any ring R, whence R is not isomorphic to End,(R’N’f(e,,)). 
Thus we need only produce a countable ring R with R E T for some 
TE Ma(R). For any unital ring S let G(S) denote the subring of RFM(S) 
generated by FM(S) u C(S), where C(S) consists of the S-scalar multiples 
of the identity of RFM(S); note G(S) E Ma(S). Since the number of distinct 
entries in any element of G(S) is finite, G(S) is countable whenever 5’ is 
countable. 
Let ,LK RCM(RFM(S)) + RFM(S) denote the ring isomorphism men- 
tioned above. Due to the “finiteness” of the elements of G(S) and the par- 
ticular nature of p, one can easily show that G(S) is contained in (but not 
equal to) ,n(G(G(S))). Let ,uG denote the process “form G( ), then 
apply ~1”; we have just shown that G(S) & (pG)(G(S)). Upon applying ,uG 
to this containment any number of times we see that (pG)“(G(S)) c 
(pG)“+‘(G(S)) for all n>O. Noting that FM(S)sG(S) and 
(pG)“(G(S)) c RFM(S) f or all n, we conclude that the ring R = 
lJntN (pG)“(G(S)) has RgMa(S). By the remark above R is countable 
whenever S is, as R is the countable union of countable rings. 
We now claim that RrG(R). Define b: G(R) --f RFM(5) to be the 
restriction of ,u to G(R). If x E G(R) then the number of distinct entries in x 
is finite, so x can be viewed as an element of G((pG)“(G(S))) for some 
nE N. Then p(x) E p(G((pG)“(G(S)))) = (pG)“+ ‘(G(S)) c R, whence 
fi(G(R)) c R. On the other hand, if y E R then y E (,uGf” + ‘(G(S)) for some 
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n, so there is an element x in G((pG)“(G(S))) with p(x)= y. But 
(pG)“(G(S)) c R, so that XEG(R), demonstrating that ,ii: G(R) --f R is 
onto. We conclude that ,ii is an isomorphism, so that by letting T denote 
G(R) we have produced a ring of the desired type. 1 
We note here that the example 7; given in the above proposition has TE 
Ma(R) but T$ MC(R); in fact, since FC(R) is uncountable for all rings R, 
any “cardinality argument” is not appropriate to distinguish the elements 
of MC(R) (up to isomorphism). With this in mind, along with the view of T 
as an “almost” counterexample to statement (*), we record the following 
corollary to Theorem 1.3. 
1.5. COROLLARY. The following statements are equivalent. 
(a) Statement (*) is valid for all diagonal automorphisms f: T-t T. 
(b) For any unital ring R, zfR= TEMc(R) then RE RFM(R). 
Proof (a) 3 (b) If R z TE MC(R) then by Theorem 1.3 there exist TE 
Ma(R) and an unbounded diagonal automorphism f: % T. By explicitly 
tracing through the relevant maps, one can easily show that the ring Tcon- 
strutted in Theorem 1.3 is in fact an element of MC(R) whenever 
TE MC(R). So upon applying (*) to f we get RrEnd,(RcN)f(e,,)) g 
RFM( R). 
(b) = (a) We note here that if e E FC(R) is idempotent, then by density 
e RFM(R)e = eTe for any TE MC(R). Thus it is easily seen that (*) is valid 
for all bounded automorphisms of F. If f is unbounded (and diagonal), 
then arguing as in the proof of Theorem 1.3 we see that R z T with 
TE Mc( R). So on applying (b) we have R z RFM(R); but 
End,(R(N)f(el,))zRFM(R) as well, so (*) also holds in this case. 1 
Following [4], a ring R is said to have trivial Pit(R) if whenever RQ is a 
projective left R-module with End,(Q) z R, then RQ z RR. We do not 
know whether statement (*) holds for every ring R having trivial Pit(R); of 
possible relevance in this regard is the following result, which indicates that 
such rings have been studied in another venue (see [2, p. 3211). 
1.6. PROPOSITION. The following statements are equivalent: 
(a) R has trivial Pit(R). 
(b) R has UFP; that is, if RM and RN are any two nonzero projective 
left R-modules with at least one free, then any ring isomorphism cp: 
End,(M) + End,(N) is induced by a semi&rear module isomorphism cp: 
RM + RN. 
Proof (a) = (b) Let RM and RN be projective left R-modules such that 
there exists an isomorphism cp: End,(M) -+ End,(N), and assume WLOG 
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that &f is free. Write RM = RR @ ,$I’, with e,,: &f -+ &4 the 
corresponding projection onto RR. Then we have End,(Nq(e,,)) z 
cpted E&(N) dd = ded cptEn4dW) cph) = dell En&(M) ell) 
E e,, End,(M) e,, r End.(Me,,) z End,(R) 2 R. But ,Nq(e,,) is pro- 
jective since cp(e,,) is idempotent, so by (a) we get ,Nq(e,,) z RR. Now 
apply [2, Theorem 4.1, part (ii)] to conclude that 9 is induced. 
(b) * (a) Assume RQ is projective with End,(Q) z R. Then End,(Q) 2 
End,(R), so by (b) there exists a semilinear isomorphism cp: RQ -+ RR. Thus 
by [2, Lemma 5.41 there exists an R-module isomorphism @ RQ -+ RR. 1 
2. A FIXED-POINT THEOREM 
The rather peculiar nature of the rings described in statement (a) of 
Theorem 1.3 perhaps leads one to expect that very few, if any, such rings 
exist. However, in [ 11 the author constructs a class of rings which fits this 
bill: namely, rings with SE RFM(S). A somewhat surprising generalization 
of this result is 
2.1. THEOREM. Let Rng denote the category of associative unital rings 
with unit-preserving homomorphisms. Let F Rng -+ Rng be any mono- 
morphism-preserving functor such that ,for every ring S, F(S) E Ma(S). Then 
there exists a “‘fixed point” for F, i.e., there exists a ring R such thar 
F(R) r R. 
ProoJ: By hypothesis, for each ring S there exists a monomorphism a: 
F(S) -+ RFM(S). In particular, let S be a ring which admits a ring 
isomorphism p: RFM(S) -+ S; such exists by Cl]. Then 1’ = p 0 a: F(S) --f S 
is a monomorphism. Upon applying F we get the monomorphism g, = 
F(y): F(F(S)) -+ F(S); letting S, G F(S) denote the image of g,, we get the 
isomorphism g,: F(F(S)) + S,. Now S1 5 F(S), so F(S,) E F(F(S)). Let g, 
denote the restriction of g, to F(S,), and let S2 ES, denote its image; this 
gives the isomorphism g,: F(S,) -+ &. Continuing in this way, we get the 
following diagram of isomorphisms and inclusions: 
Let R denote nk, ,,, F(S,), and let W denote nkE N Sk. Note that each ring 
in the diagram contains the appropriate identity element, whence R and R 
are unital. 
It is not hard to show that F(R) = R; that is, nktN F(S,) = F(nkeN Sk). 
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Now define g: R + R via g(X) = gk(X) for any k. Then this map is well 
defined (since the g, are defined by restriction) and is easily shown to be a 
ring isomorphism by noting that all the g, are isomorphisms and that the 
horizontal sequences are ordered by inclusion. The construction is now 
completed by observing that R z a gives F(R) z F(R) = R. 1 
We conclude with a series of observations. First, we note that there are 
many well-known examples of functors which satisfy the conditions of 
Theorem 2.1: row and column finite matrices, finite plus diagonal matrices, 
finite columns plus diagonal matrices, and finite plus IZ x IZ matrices along 
the main diagonal, to name just a few. Also, the proof above does not 
require that FM(S) c F(S) for all S, nor that F(S) be unital; one need only 
put mild restrictions on F to ensure that the intersection rings R and R are 
nontrivial. 
Next, we note that the entire proof given in [l] for the specific functor 
F = RFM holds verbatim for the more general functors F of Theorem 2.1 
whenever the image of the restriction of p to F(F(R)) is contained in F(R). 
However, this need not always be the case: for example, the functor G 
described in the proof of Proposition 1.4 is easily seen not to have this 
property. In particular, the “fixed point” for G constructed in 1.4 is not the 
same as the one constructed in Theorem 2.1, since all the rings described in 
2.1 are uncountable. 
Third, Corollary 1.5 indicates that the validity of statement (*) implies 
that the set of fixed points of many of the functors F described in 
Theorem 2.1 (i.e., those having F(R) E MC(R) for all R) must be contained 
in the set of fixed points of RFM. As these sets are always nonempty by 
Theorem 2.1, this conclusion seems rather surprising. 
Finally, we remark that the “nondiagonal” situation of statement (*) 
remains quite intractable. In particular, we do not know whether there can 
be an unbounded automorphism f of some T such that RcN)f(ell) is an 
indecomposable left R-module. 
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